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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY OF A SATELLITE INFLUENCED
BY GRAVITATIONAL AND AERODYNAMIC TORQUES
INTRODUCTION
The stability of satellites under the influence of only gravity gra-
dient torques has been treated by several investigators [1-4).  The Inclu-
sion of the effects of aerodynamic torques was considered by Nurre [5]
and Sperling [6). In addition, the instability produced when a gravity-
gradient stabilized body is subjected to a torque which forces it slightly
away from the true gravity-gradient equilibrium position (i.e., axis of
minimum moment of inertia aligned with the radius vector and the axis of
maximum moment of inertia aligned with the perpendicular to the orbit
plane) has been studied by Garber (7] . The purpose of this report is
to document a method which can be used to determine the equilibrium con-
ditions and investigate the stability of these conditions for satellites in
circular orbits under the influence of gravity-gradient and aerodynamic
torques. The procedures considered are demonstrated using the former
Skylab satellite as an example.
The satellite is assumed to be rigid and the atmosphere constant for
a given altitude. A linearized infinitesimal analysis is used to assess the




The orbital reference system has its origin at the center of mass of
the satellite and rotates uniformly at the rate of one revolution per orbit
(2) . The X  axis is positive in the direction of flight and lies in the
orbit plane. The Z  axis coincides with the orbital radius vector and is
positive away from the Earth. The Y  axis is parallel to the orbit normal
and the orbital angular momentum vector.
Body-Fixed Systems
Two body fixed systems are portrayed in Figure 1. The XB' Y BO
z B is a geometric system located at the center of mass. The principal
axes system, X P , YP' Z P 9 also has Its origin at the center of mass and
is oriented such that the product of inertia terms vanish. It Is In the
principal axes system that the equation of motion is written. The rota-
tion from the orbital system to the principal axes system is accomplished
by three positive rotations qj,, , 21 and 413 about the three successive
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`	 Figure 1 Skylab.
EQUATION OF MOTION






I = the constant moment of inertia matrix
^v'* ^ angular velocity of the satellite with respect to inertial space,
represented in the principal axes system
L = external torques, which for our purposes are gravitational and
aerodynamic torques,
In particular, we have
3
w angular velocity of the body system with respect to the orbital
system
S = [fl 3I; S * is the angular velocity of the orbital system with
respect to inertial space. For representation in the body sys-




 $3 0	 41i
w = [Q) [VJ]	 ..c2 s3 c3 0	 V2
52 0	 'J	 V3	 i
and
cis3+s152c3
S = sa c l c3 - S i s2 s3
Si e2
Therefore,
In our case S2 * = 0 and
	
c 2 c3 s3 0	 1	
"S2 c3 -c 2 s3 c3	 ^ i ^2
w	
"c2 s
3 c3 0	 q'2 + s2 c3 
-c2 c3 _S3	 ^1 ^3
	





4Thus the equation of motion is
I (w - w x St)+(w+ro x I6i+S1)°'L=6 ,	 (l)
EXTERNAL TORQUES
The gravity gradient torque on a rigid body in circular orbit about
its three principal axes is;
Lg = 3S^ 2 r XI
where
(I3 - l 2) c  c 2 (s I r, 3 + cl s2 s3)
r x IF (1 1 - I 3) cl c 2 (s l s3 - cl s2 c3)
(12 - 1 1) (st s 3 - cl ,s 2 c 3) (s 1 c 3 + cl
 8 2 s3)
M




where K = I/2 p A D V 2 in which p is the atmospheric density, A is the
reference area, D is the reference length, and V is the magnitude of the
velocity.









 (AAijk cos (ko) + ABijk sin (k$)) cos (ja)
1°
6
+ kZ (BA ijk cos (W + BB ijk sin (W) sin (ja)	 ►
in which AA, AB, BA, and BB are the coefficients of the double Fourier
series representing the aerodynamic torque in the principal axes system.
The angles a and ^ are the total anglo of attack and the aerodynamic roll
angle, respectively. 'Chose tingles and depicted in figure 2 and are
defined as follows:
cos-1 (v1)
tan-1 (v2 / v3)
where v1 , v 2 , v3 are unit vectors of the velocity vector expressed in the
geometric body reference frame. It is in this reference frame that the
aerodynamic moment and force coefficients are rendered [8).
EQUILIBRIUM
The equilibria of the linearized equation of motion (1) are solutions
of
v = s x I Sl - I. -- 0	 ,
To find tin equilibrium point it is necessary to find a zero of u. However,
the aerodynamic torque component of the external torque is sufficiently
complicated to preclude the analytic determination of zeros of v. Now,


































and an iterative procedure like that of the Newton-Raphson method can
be used to solve for the values ^ which render
	 0. We then have
; + rY 1 A lp
where succession approximations of v are noted by sul)scripts I and i+1.
Then for 9,+, to be zero, It is necessary that
AT	 rt) V1 I -
= - L71T -PJ 	 v,
LINEAR STABILITY
For a linear 'stability analysis, we let	 + T where V* *is a
zero of v and
2
3 j




motion [equ.,ition (1)] can be expanded to
Iw 16i Xis) + w X 
IT 
+ io'^ X 1w + w X 1w +
After linearizing and recalling that w was of the form (Q) 4) and w of
of the forin [Q] 'q-), it is possible to arrive at






(A) = M IQ]
0	 (I3	 I1 	I 2 ) S1 3 — ( I Z	 1 3 - Il) S12
[131	 i(I3	 11 " 12) I13	 0	
—(I1 ` I 2 — I 3 ) "I
	
(I 2
	1 3 -11)'2 2 -(I l - 1 2_ 1 3) $11	 0
C ='`^ v	 f
where Ii and S2  tire the components of I and 5, respectively. (The matrix
A can become singular when the cosine of 11 2

















U = 0 1 0
0 0 1
To determine how unstable the equilibrium point is, it is necessary to
obtain the eigenvalues of equation ( 2) and compute the unstable time con-
stant or the logarithm of the amplitude over one orbit (logarithmic
Increment).




which would render v = 0 and then to determine the eigen-
values of the system for each such attitude. In the case of the Skylab,
it can be demonstrated that —V is not a unimodal function so that finding
all equilibrium attitudes cannot be easily done except perhaps by exhaus-
tive search. However, for purposes of demonstrating the operation of
this program, an initial starting set of angles was chosen close to an
equilibrium point and after a fixed number of iterations, the stability of
the Skylab for that equilibrium point was assessed for combinations of
altitude and density.
COMPUTER PROGRAM
The form of the program is relatively straight forward. Input
quantities are read in first. The aerodynamic quantities, which are the
Fourier coefficients for aerodynamic forces and moraents in the geometric,I
system, are transformed into the Fourier coefficients for thf-,', aerodynamic
moment in the principal axes system. This is done in Subroutine ATRAN.
Tile program then accepts combinations of density and altitude and initial
angles ^' fl, ^ f^ for starting the iterative search for combinations of ^1,
^2 , ^, ( Buler a
n gles) such that Ti = 0. Upon reaching the iteration limit,
the program outputs the values of i1i 
I v 
^,2 P q)3 in the form of ^, a, $ -
(for case of visualization). The magnitude and components of 
_'j are also
displayed for visual determination of ]low close to equilibrium the last
angles are. These quantities, as we 'll as the essociated eigenvalues, are
then stored for possible future plotting.
I
10
A listing of the main program and associated subroutines is given
in Appendix A. A listing of major program variables and input data are
supplied in Appendices B and C, respectively. I'n Appendix A are
presented the results of a sample case and some relevant plots.
The program was written for the Honeywell CP-V System. It should
be noted that there are two machine dependent parameters; one in Sub-
routine BALANC and the other in Subroutine HQR2, which must be altered
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2 1 r PROGRAM TO FIND EQUILIBRIU M ATTITUQFS FOR A SATELLITE UN1)fR
30 C GRAVITY ORAQIFNT ANn AE'ROMYNAMIG TOROUFS
V. t
S. C FOURIER CnEFFICIFNTS FOR AERODYNA MICEFFECTS ARF INPUT JAI THE
4 1 C FOPM GIVEN MY NORTH9,1 P MEMO M-9230+73097 BY




Ii. InELP31(3)rPAS(3),PST(3), Vn<; $,r;;TO(31,C(3),S(3),V(3).XNI)(3)0
12. 2Ab(3)rPAV.A(1)rpAMP(1),PPSI?I.^6	 5(3,3).XT(3),PASI(301)
13. nTMENSInN	 ALAn(^r(+)^ALPn(bk:).'+QfA)rAIA(6.6,^)rAL15(h.br61,
14. 1PlAf 4 ► b. b)r E1lN(^,br6)rPSTb( 3). LI('S)rA"1(31,PP ►)T(3)rAwH1f3.3)
15 6 OIyENSTPN	 AMAn(3r2I.AKAn(3•?),AKA(;,?•61rAX8tti.Z.b).
th. IRKA(3,^,6),NKH(3,?.•b), Ani^M (3r3),TMM(6•b).nELPG(3).TC(6)
17. nIMFNSTnk'	 Y,R(6), I^1(6),Ztb•h),FV(6)rTV(b)r011M(3,t),FUu(3.31





23. C uFFFr)Ef,rF	 nIA wFTF P 	IN	 FF FT
24. C PFFFNFr'rE	 4PFA	 To) FFET?
25. C "Uk'A(R	 OF	 ITFRATIn"S
2h. C TGP
27. C MnmF ► tTS	 nF	 INERTIA	 AliMlIT	 PR1'jGIPAI.	 AWES	 I N)	 SLAG-FEET2




3?. Rf 4n (5, 70?)M1,^^?,u3
53. RE1»t5,70;)(AHn(I),I=1,M1)
34. n0	 5	 T=1 'I'I
35. REAO (5,703) (A1 An(T,,)1,J=1 ► *'?)
36. S	 RFAn(5.70;)(ALR0(I.J),J =1r 0?)
37. DU	 7	 I e 1 •E11
3A. nn 6 Je 1,M?
3 0 . REAO ( 5,70;)(ALA ( I,J,h),K = 1,1'3)




	 J=I ► "?
+J2. RE Ad (S,Tnjl(ALNfI ► J,K1, N=1,"'3)
4j, 7	 NEAn(5,701)(N1F(1p J,K),K=I,Ml)
44 . 710
	
FORMAT (?G/ 1 )
115. 141	 FORAAT(36)
146. 1112	 FnRMAT(3Tti)
417. 713 F(I RMAT W 12.0)
48. RFac'n9P5721.71115
4 0 . GMS1.4n7696iri b
S0. fin	 A	 Lel ► 3














































































C	 C0NVFPjj0N TERMS FOR CHANGIMr, AEROnVNA M IC TORMIF
C	 Tn PWINCIPAI AXF'S REFLRENCfE FRAMF
C








C	 CONVERSTok rF AEROnYNA N TC COEFFICIENTS FROM nfnmF7RIC
C	 REFERVICF FRA 4F Tn PRINCIPAL AXFS REFFRNCE FRAME
C
GALL ATkAN (AL A n rALROr Al - ArALH•RlIrPLFrAKAn,AKHO,AKArAK9,
1AKaj,RK14,t1I
C
r	 PHDK s AT MOSPHFPTC DENSITY T A' KG/43
c	 (PRnC,RAM TERM INATED IF RHOK = 0)



















109, C INITIAL A4GIE81
110. f
111. C PSIO(1)	 F ALPHA • TOTAL ANGLE OF ATTACK
112, C P8I0(2)	 s PHI s RGLC ANGLF
113. C ►310(3) S PHI META s BANK ANGLE
I14, C
115. C CnNVERSTAA TO EULER ANGLES PST(1), P310)o PSI(3)
116, C
1170 no	 11	 LJNI.3
list . 11	 PPHI(LJ)sPSTO(LJ) /RAD
119, CP1sCns(PPHI(I))
















135. PST( I )*AT AN? (-ADU1A(3 ► 2),AP11 04 00) )
136. PSI (3) sATA*12(-AUIIM(2,1),ADIIW(ItI))
137. A011nAD11v (3, 3) /COS (PST (1))
135. PS1(2)xATAN2(Anok,(3,1 ), Anll)
139. C
t40. f 4EGIN TTFPATION LnnP
141. G
142. nn 100	 KOUNT n 1,LIMIT
143, rlocnS(PST(I)i
144. c2*cn$(PSI M )





150. rs? =C2 *r?-s?*s?
























tb(l. 8(3rt)•UMG*((XK3* CS3-t.)*CI*C2-2,*XK3*3t*32*C ?*S3 *C3)
169, R(3r2)sr,Mrr((Xk1+C53+1.)+81.9?^?.+XK3*G1*53*C17
170. 110 ► 3W ,
I7t. C
M. C PGGS 15 THE PARTIAL, OF O MEGA X	 T+ MFGA	 - GRAVITY GRADIENT
173. r WITH R F SPFCT TO PSI	 AND FXPRFSSEn IN THE P R INCIPAL AXES
174. C RFFERENCF F4AMF
175. C










t pi 7. .	 PGGS(ir i t:	 u,•n ► 2*XMj*(CS1+S?+GS3-?.*4t*C1*Cl.+s?+S2)*43*t'3)
191. PGGS(3r2)2 2.*OM?*C2*kMl*(SC3loS?•S3*C3+?.*SI+CI*CS31
IRa. PGGS(3.3)s	 nM?*X M S*(rS3*(S?*4?+SC3t•Gt+C.1-3.*91*St)-
Ids " Il6*5l+Ct*S?*S3*r3)
lob. C
167, C UNIT VFLOCITV VFCTOR IN PRMCTPAL A XFS PFFF P f V Ct FRA"E
IRe. C




1930 C rRAMSFOkWATTOP OF UNIT VFLOrITV VECTnR 	 INTO GFOMFTRIC





t99. C ALPHA = TOTAL
	 ANGLE nF ATTACK










ton, rn TO 3n
.25 C04312ft10SE?A
10 CnNT f N11F
CALCIULATIPN OF AERODYNAMIC TORMUF AND PARTIALS CIF
AEROD YV AM IC TOROOF WITH RESPFCT TO ALPH A ANR PHI
CALL ZAERt)(AKAO,Al1Rt1,A14A,AkN,IIKA,RIiR.ALaMArPN1,C1.A,
1 PAMA,PAmP,w
PAS s PARTIAL nF ALPHA WITH RFS9PECT TO PSI





PPS(2}st^t2}+(S?^fIPGt1.3)+ C 3•TPG(2.33+S31.TPC13,3) +f ?}•
iV(t)^(;12+(TPG(1.2}}C3•TPC.t?r??+SZ)•TPC(3.2}+C+^1}tC0NST1
PPSt3} nC?^(V(?)+(TPG(1.3) ► S3•TPG(2.3}+C3)•V(31+tTPG
l(ir21AR3^tPGt?.2l+C{?}ICt)^+S T1
CALCULAM-N OF PARTIAL of AFRODYNAMIC
TOROUE WI T H PISPECT TG PSI
nO 40 Istol
00 4 41 J2103
40 PAMS ( 1r.1IsPA1^At11APASt,} ) ^FAt^Pt1) +PPSt^1I
CALCULATION ()F PA R TIAL (I F FYTERNAL TURAUF





40 AN14S ( IrJ)sP !10S(I#J)
CALC UL6TION OF NU
)(ell)(I )w-Mm?*X wA I +C?* ( 4 .A51 +CI +C3+S?+S3+SC3I )•AM(1 )
WNUMC 4A'?,+>^W?al?+(S?^Ci+5C31+u.+S1+G(+131•A^'421
X*JU i s }sitM?+xMSr t u. xSl • C T+S?+CS3•S;+C'S+ (52+3?+SG31 ^C. I+C I•
CALL m1Nv(nN4,S.3e01,1.},MT)
PN)4ST n TNVFPSF CIF PARTIAL OF NO 1811H RESPECT TO P41
no 60 Is[.1


























































261, 00 10	 111,3











273. PHI FIGS ATAN2(11XN,UXO)*A AD
214. no An L81,3
27S, PSI (LInAMOD(PST(L)+OELPSI(L)P2.OtiPI)
V6 1 AO	 IF( AA3(PST(L)).nT.PI+.n1)PSI(()1PST(L)-B1GN(2,OAPT ► PSI(L))







,F11,6 ► ?X#6HALPHA	 ,FIQ.6P?X P SHPHTB	 PFIC.6)
2790 AQZ FOQmAT(IXP3FI5.0PIx.EIS,A,y)
200, 803 FORMAT(7X14HOFAL,13XP4HTMAG,13K,4HFRF0,Sxr4HZETAP61t,2HfC)
241, 4n4 FORMAT( 1X 1 F16,A iXPEb.Q . 2MPF10 . S.?K,F6 . YP2X ► E9,2)
W. 100	 CONTINIiE
283. CALL	 MAT3(01,PASI,0Uk')




2M 7. nu	 110	 r8103
21+8. Lx :K+3
2 9 01 Itn	 TMM(J,LR)1EW'(I,k)
291.
?02 1 C nETFRMT'IATIOP, OF FIGPIVALUFS
293. c
2Q4j 1 TFRRsO
2 195. CALL	 ETS(TwMoK'R,t'I,Z,FVPIV,6,6,IFRR)
296. C
,247, C OETFPwjNATTnm of	 UNSTAHLF TIME	 CONSTANTS
2914 1 C OR LOGA P IT HV IC	 TMCREMFNTS
2 0 9, C
3n0. CALL	 FTSOpT(M.a,wT,FR,TC,Z.FTA,OMGrPI,b)
301. C
302. C OLITWUT	 TO	 TFR A 'TNAL	 SCREEN
303. C




3014. WRTTE(1n?,(+Au)( WR( T),NT(T),FR(T),ZFTA(I)PTC(T)PTZI#61
309, C
310, C
311. C tiRTTF	 ntlTFUT	 FILF	 FnR PLnTTING
312. C
313. WRITE(JO)k11nxtALT , WR(1)•WI ( 3)#WR(3),WT(3 ) PWR(5) , WI(S)PPHTG,
314. 1ALPHAG , PHIRG,XNIIMAG , TC(1),TC ( 3)rTC(S)
315,	 c









11 SUBROUTINE MINV(A # N,O t L, M ) MIN 0001
2. 0002.
3. C MIN 0003
w, C MATRIX INVERSE. of AN NXN MATRIXOA INTO THE SAME MATRIXWA MIN 0004
S. C MIN 0005
6 1 C at	 n s OUTPUT OETERM I4ANT Of ORIGINAL A MIN 0006
71 C A	 s A	 L. M ARE TWO WORKING INTEGER VECTORS MIN 0007
B, C DIMENSIONED IN MAIN ► OF LENGTH NMIN 0004
9 6 C MIN 0009
10. C NAT[ THAT THE ORIGINAL A mMATRIX TS DESTNOYEn MIN 0010
i1. C ALSO NOTE THAT A CHECK ON D SHOULD 9F MADF IN CASF. MATRIX-A FVER MIN 0011
12. C BECOMES 31NCUL AS MIN 4012
13. C `+IN 0013
14• 0014
ISO nlMFNSTnN A(1).Ll	 O 4 0 ) MIN 0015
16, C 5FAUCH FnR lARGES1 EtFMINT MIN 0016
17, nsT.n MIN 0017
IA. NKs.N PIN 0010
14. DO m0 Ksi, p MIN 0019
?(I, tIKsmK4N MIN 0020
21. L(K)sr. MIN 0021
2?. M(K)SK MIN A022
23, KXxNK+k MIN 0023
?4.' RIGAsA(KK) MIN 0024
?5. nn an	 J=K,tl MIN 0025




2A. TJsTT.+T MIN 0028
2Q, IF(	 ARS(016A)-	 AHS(A(IJ)))	 15,20.?.0 MIN 0029
30, I5 BIGAsA(IJ) MIN 0030
31. L(K)xl MIN 0031
32. M(KIZJ MIN 0032
33. PO CONTINUE ►4IN 0031
34. C INTFRCHANGF BOAS MIN 0034
35. J=L(K) MIN 0035
3h. IF(J-K)	 35,35,25 MIN 0036
37, 25 KTsK •N MIN 0037
3A, On	 10	 T=ir ol MIN 0038
39. KIs4l+N MIN 0039
40. HOL02-A(KI) MIN 0040
41. JIsKt+K+,t MIN 0041
q?, A (K I):A(.IT I MIN 004?
43. 10 A(JI)	 :HOLP MIN 0043
411. C TMTERCHA0jnF CnI-0NS MIN 0044
45. 35 ts M (K) MIN 0045
46, IF(T-K) 450509 MIN 0046
47. AA JPsN ► (T-1) MIN 0047
4A, DO	 40	 Jai of , MIN 0044
4 Q , JKsNK+J MIN 0049
5n. JT=JP+J MIN 0050
51. HnLn2-A(.1x) MTN 0051
































































(VALUE 1)F R1VnT ELEMFNT 13
40 AM)  =HOLD
C	 OiVTnF CnL11MN OY MI NDS PIVOT



















A(IJ)x1 4 1L n *A(K.0 A(IJ)
65 CONTIN11F
C	 OIVTDF Rn, AV PIVOT
KwJsKwN





C	 PRn1111CT OF PTVnTS
DxD*HICA
C	 REPI.ACE PIV n T By REC1PanCAL
A(KN)s1,0/PIGA
80 CONTINUE






1 nm JQ8N*(K-1 )
IRxN*(I-1)























































































A.	 C	 THIS ROUTINE SFTS CEA	 TIMES N



















u.	 G	 THIS o no y mF AFT CaA	 TtuF$ H
	
5,	 t	 r	 M OST NOT or tnFNTICAL 'NTTH EITHER FACTOR
	A.	 C
	
71	 nil 1 I=1 ^ 4
	
81	 DO 1 ,1=1 r3
	











. .. C ..:.»
 
"TMIS `ROUTINE . JETS C*A	 TIMES s	 ..._.;,	 :....._..
S.	 C	 C MUST NOT RE IdENTICAI WITH EITHER FACTOR
7.	 M0 1 Islet.
9. SAVEnO.O
10. DO 2 9XIO M














































nn 2{1 0 12106
AKA(IrLJrK)RAkAtIrLJrK)41+iIrL)*ALA(LrJoX)
SKA(TrLJrK)84KA(IrLJ,K)#tl(T#L)+HLA(LrJrK)








10 SUPROUTINF ?AERO ( AKAO•AKAO , AKA, AKQ,PKA.fTK!l,A LPNa,Pht,CLA•
2. IPAMA,PAMP,AM)
7. c.
4, C AM s AERODYNAMIC TAROUf
S. C PAMA s PARTIAL OF AM WITH FZSPECT TO ALPHA
p. C PAMP n :PART IAL
 
OF AM WTTH PESOECT TO PHI
7. C
A, OIME'NSIO ►1 AO( 31,PAMA(31,PAMP( 3),FXX(3,2),GXX(3r2),FXXP(3,2),
9. I[XX► ( 3, ?1,AKAT)(3,2) iAK1^0 (3,2),AKA(,*^^2r^?	 AKSt3.2r6) r!!KA(3r2,6)
1 0. 28KA(3,2,6)




15. on inn J=t,2
16. FXX(I,J)sAKA0(T,J V 2.
17. GX)t(lo_T)sAKlin(Ir.l)1T.




2?, CAL n Cnf:(XF + At PHA)
23. 4AL:St"i(XF*ALPHA)






10, FXX(f ,.T)•FXX(1,J ) OAKA ( loJ,K)*CPH+MKA ( IrJoK)sSPH
31. 1.00	 GXX(Ir.T)snxw(Ir,t) ♦ AKR(T,J,K)•CPH06KP(I.J,K)*SNH
32, PAN+A(1)sPAMA(I)•XF•(FXY(T,J)*SAL-GWX(I#J)*CAL)
33. PAMP(T)sPAMP(I)sFXXP(f,J)*CAL #GWYP(I,J) +SAL
34. inn	 AM(I)sAM(I)#FXX(f,J)*CAL#GXX(T.J)*SAL
35. 400 CONTINUF








1. suspnim mr ETS(A, wR ► wit 2, FVt,	 IV1, N. NM•	 IERR)
2. C FLSPACK PROCFDV D F FOR ALL FIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A RFAL
3. C GENERAL MATA'X
4. C A	 kfAL TNPOT MATRIX
5, C WR	 REAL PART OF EIGENVALUES STORED IN A REAL VFCTnR
b. C wT	 JMA61NARr PART OF EIGENVALUtS STORED IN A RFAL VECTOR
7 1 C Z	 MATRIV OF COMPLEX EIGENVFCTnRS STORED IN EISPACK
A, C PACKEn FORM IN A REAL MATRIX
9. C FVt	 WORKING: VtICTOR	 (REAL)
to. C Tv1	 v+ORKING VECTOP (INTEGER)
11. C N	 NUMBER OF ROWS AND COLS IN A
12. C NM	 DIMENSInNFn COL LENGTH OF A AND Z
13. r IERP	 EISPACK ERROR FLAG .NE. 0 AN ERROR WAS A EFN DETECTED
in. D1MERS10H	 A( r l m o 	f0 ► 	 7(0o	 N),	 00) ► 	 01(t)v	 FVI(t) ► 	 IVI(1)
1s. CALL DAIANC(104p	 No	 A t	 IS1,	 152 ► 	 FV1)
16. CALL	 FI M HFS( ► I M ,	 No	 1s1,	 IS?,	 A t	 IV1)
17, CALL ELTRAN(NM,	 No	 151 ► 	 IS2,	 A t	 TV1,	 Z)
1A. CALL HnR?(N M r 	 N o	 I81,	 IS?,	 A, WP,	 WI,	 Z,	 IERR)
19. IF(YERR .kE.	 U)	 GO TO 9999
P.O. CALL	 AALAtK(Nmv	 N.	 I31,	 IS2 ► 	 FV1 ► 	 No	 Z)
?I, RETURN
22. 0949 PRINT	 12 ► 	 JENA
23, 1? FnRMAT(1H1 0 	45H*•*r *EPRnP 114 EISPACK EIGE01VALUE ROUTINE HOR2








I * SUBRnl)IINE RALANC(NM rN#ArLOWPIGHPSCALE) 6921SO04
2. C 6921SOOS
3. INTEGER I,J P K,LI4,N,JJrNM P IGHrLOWslEXC 6921SO06
4 1 REAL A(NMPN),3CL'EN) 69215001
s. REAL C#F#GrR,S#82PRADIX 6921S00e
be C REAL AR$ 69215009
7, LOGICAL NOCPMV 69215010
e. C 69215011
9, C THIS SORROUTINE IS A TRANSLATION OF THE ALGOL PROCEDURE BALANCE# 69215012
1o, C 404, MATH,	 13 P 293-304(1969) BY PARLFTT AND REINSCH. 69215013
It, C HANDRnnK FnP AUTne, COMP., VnL.1I wLINFAR ALGEBRA #
 31S•326(1971)9 69215010
120 C 6921sols
13. C THIS 31 19ROUTINf BALANCES A REAL MATRIX AND ISOLATES 69215016
14. C EIGENVALUFS WHEN VER POSSIBLE. 69215017
15. C 69?/Sole
16. C nN INPUT• 692Is"t9
17. C 6921SO20
to o C NM MUST RE SET Tn THF PnW DI MENSION OF TWOoDI MENSIONAL 69215021
19, C ARRAY P APA14FTERS AS DECLAREn IN THE CALLING PROGRAM 69c"1502i
20. C OIMFNSION STATEMENT# 6921SO23
2t, C t-01IS024
22. C N IS THF 0RnFP nF THE MATRTK. 69215025
23. C 69215026
?4. G A CONTAIN$ THE INPUT MATRIX TO RE BALANCED, 6921S027
25, C 692tso2e
26. C nN OUTPUT- 69215029
27, C 6921S030
2 A . C A C PNTAINS THF BALANCED MATRIX # 69215031
? o . C 6921SO32
30, C LnH ANn IGH APE Wi INTFGFRS SUCH THAT A(I,J) 692tSO33
31, C 19 EQUAL TO ZERO TF 69215034
32. C (1) I	 IS GREATER THAN J AND 69215035
33. C (2)	 J2l,...#Lnw • 1 	 OR	 I=IGH+1 P ... rN, 69215036
34. C 6021SO37
35 G SCALE	 CnNTAINS INFORMATTON nFTFPM tNI NG THE 69215036
36. C PF.PMIITATIONS ANn SCALING FACTORS 11SFn. 6921!1039
37 1 C 69215040
30. C SUPPOSE THAT THE PRINCIPAL SUBMATRTY TM RnWS LOW THROUGH IGH 6921SO41
30. C HAS REEF PAI,ANCFnv 	 THAT P(J) DENOTFS THE	 INDEX INTEPCHANGED 69215042
40. C M'ITH J DUPING THE PEP MOTATTON STEP#
	
ANO THAT THE ELEMENTS 6921SO43
4l. C nF THE PTAGONAL MATRIX USED ARE OENOTEn BY D(I,J),
	
THEN 69215044
42, C SCA1.E(J)	 a P(Jis	 PnP J s	 t#...#LOW-1 69215045
43. C m	 ('(J # J)r	 J	 s	LOW# ... # IGH 6921SO46
44. C z	 P(J)	 J	 =	 Tr41 ♦ tr...#N. 69215047
45. C THE nRIFR	 IN }NIGH	 THE	 T P1 7FRCHAKfGFS ARE MADE	 IS N TO	 IGH+t# 69215048
46. C THEN I	 Tn LO W -I, 6921SO49
47. r 69215050
48. C '!OTE TMAT	 1	 TS PFTOPNFD FOR TGH IF	 IGH IS ZERO FOR MALLY, 69215051
49. G 6921SOS2
40. C THE ALGOL PROCEDURE FYC C,ONTAINEn IN BALANCE APPEARS IN 6421SOS3
St. r. RALANC	 IN LINF.	 (NnTF THAT THE ALGOL RnLES OF IDE NTIFIERS 6921SOS4


















































C AUESTInNS AN" riltl'"ENTS SHOULD 11E DIRECTED TO No S. GARSOW # 69215057
C APPLIED MATHFMATICS DIVISIONr ARGONNE NATIONAL LARORATORY 6921sOSR
C b921SOS9
C PADIX IS A MACHINE DEPENDENT PARAMETER SPFCTFYINC 69215062
C THE RASE OF THE MACHINE FLOATING POINT REPRFSENTATION, 69215063
C 69215064
C 69215065
RADIX n 2, 69215066
C 69215067
R2 N RADIV + RADIX 6921506!!
K	 1 69215069
L • N 69215070
Gn TO Inn 6921S47t
C IN-LINE PROCEDURF FnR ROW AND 69215072
C COLUMP EXCHANGE 69215073
20 SCALE( M )	 : J 69215074
If"	 (J	 ,F.R.	 M)	 CIO To 50 6921S075
C 69215016
DO 30	 1	 •	 I,	 L 69215077
F	 n 	 A(T,J) 69215019
A(I,J)	 :	 A(Ism) 69215079
A(I, M )	 s	 F 60215060
1n CONTINUE 692150"1
C 692tSO82
n(1	 40	 t	 n 	 K,	 n 692150113
F	 s	 A(J,i) 69215044
A(J#I)	 z	 A(M,T) 692150t15
A(M rI)	 n F 69215086
40 CDNTTNUE 69215ORT
r 69215088
So Gn	 TO	 (P 0 ,130)r
	
TEXC 69215049
C SEARCH FOR ROW$ ISOLATING AN EIGENVALUE 69215090
C ANP FL USH THEM OnV I N RR#AAA#AA# 69215091
SO IF	 (L	 .E f).	 1)	 GO	 TO ?0A 69215092
L	 s L -	 1 6921SO93
C # #RR# ###R+	 FOR JcL	 STET'	 -1	 I INTIL
	
I	 n0 ••	 R #rAAARRRR 69215094
tOO DO	 120 JJ x	 1,	 L 69215095
J . L
	
+	 1	 - JJ 69215096
C 69215097
00	 11 1)	 1	 =	 I t
	L 69215094
IF	 (I	 .FF),	 J)	 GO	 TO	 110 69215099
TF	 (A(J,t)
	
. NE.	 n , n )	 GO	 TO	 120 69?IS100
tin CONTINUE 69215101
C 6921StO2
M = L 69215103
IF.XC	 a	1 69215104
GO TO ?0 69215105
1?0 CONTINOF 69215106
C 69215107
GO TO	 140 6921510!4




































































































































	 AND PUSH TMFM LEFT AAAAAAAAAA
130K.K 4 1
c
140 nO 170 J . K, L
c
DO ISO I n K, L
TF ( I AU, J) GO TO 150








C	 NVW MALANCE THE SUMMATRTW IN RnW4 K TO L AAAAAAAA^•
DO IRO I A K, L
180 ;SCALE(I) a 1.0
G	 AAAAAAAaR ♦ ITFPATIVE tn0P FOP NORM REDUCTION •AAAAAAAA•
190 NOCONV s .FALSE.
C
nn 270 1 n ho L
C s0,0
R . (1.0
DO ?nl• ,1 . K, 1
TF (J-.FO. T) GO TO 200
C s C ♦ A9S(A(J•l))




G * R / RAn7X
F.1.0
S	 C ♦ K
	
No	 IF (C rE. G) Gn TO 220
F . F * RADIX
C • C • P2
GO TO ?1n
	
220	 r . R + RADIX
	
?3A	 IF (C I.T., 	 G) GO TO 740
F s F / KAnTx
C = C/ A2
GO TO 23P
C	 ^^^rrrraa^ MOVi MA( ANCE •,1^^^r^^Ar
	
240	 IF ((C ♦ 91 / F .GE. 0. 95 ♦ S) Gn TO 270
G c l . n / F
SCALE(T) x SCALF(I) + F
NOCONV s ,TRUE.
C
00 Z90 J a K, N
	?SO	 A(I,J) = A(I,J) A G
C
on 26o J : 1, L
	




TF (NOCONV) Gn TO 1R(ti
?MP LOW s K
IGH s L
RETURN




11 SUBROUTINE. ELMHfS(NMrN#LOW,IGH#A#INT) 73215004
20 C 7321500S
36 INTEGER T,J, M V N # LA#NMrIGH # KPIrLOW#MM1 # MPI 73215006




A, C REAL ARS 73215009
7. TNTEGEq	 INT(InH) 73215010
6, C 7321so11
9 1 C THIS SUB ROUTINE IS A TRANSLATION OF THE ALGOL PROMORE ELMHESo 732TS012
10. C ALUM, MATH„	 1?r	 344-368(1968) AY MARTIN AND WILKINSON, 73215013
11. C HANDBOOK FnR AUTO. CnMP. #	VPL,11-LTNEAR ALGEBRA# 339-356(1971). 73215014
1?, C 73215015
13, C GIVEN A PEAL GF NFRAL MATRIX# THIS 31I19ROUTINE 7321501b
'	 t4. C REOUCEI A S ► )R MATRIX SITUATED IN ROWS ANDCOLUMNS 73215017
15. C LnO THROUGH IGH TO UPPEP HESSENRfRG FORM AY 73215016
IA. C STABILIZED FLFMFNTARY SI M ILARITY TRANSFORMATIONS, 73215014
17 1 C 73215020
tn, r MN	 TNPIJT- 73215021
19. c 73215022
?0 1 C NM M1 187	 HE	 SF T	 TO	 T14F Prov nIMENSInN nF	 TWO-nTMENSIONAL 73215023
?1. t' ANRAY PAPA""FTFRS AS DECLARFO IN THE CALLING PPOGRAM 73215024
22. G MIMFNSInN STATF MENT# 73215025
23. C 7321502b
24. C N	 TS	 THE nROFk OF THE	 M ATRIX# 73215027
25, C 73215028
?h. C LOA ANr	 TRH ARF	 INTFGF F S OFTER N'TNFD BY T NF BALANCYNG 7321Sn29
27, C 5')gP0llTI" ►F	 PALANC.	 1 F	RALANC	 HFS	 NnT	 AFFN HSEn# 73215030




30. C A	 Cn'4TAINS	 THE	 TNP ► iT	 hI ATPTX, 73215033
31. t' 73215034
3?. C n" ► 	 OIJTPI)T- 73215035
33. C 732151036
34. C A CONTAIN A	THE	 HES9F W4 F P G 04 ATRIX.	 THE MI ILTTPLIF.PS 73215037





i ►t'fFR THE	 HESSENBFRG MATRIX # 73215039
37. C 73215040
33. C INT CW TAT R'S	 jPFnR'+ATTnN, O N	 THE W."S ANn COLUMNS 73?1SO41
39. C INTFRCHANrFn IN THE
	 REDUCTInN. 73?15042




42. C PUESTIMAIS Akn C nmMF N TS SHOULD AF ri LRECTFD Tn H.	 S.	 GARAnWr 73215045
43, C APPLIED M ATHF O ATTCS DTvISIme	 APGONNF NATIONAL LAHnRATnRY 73215046
44. C 73215047
4 5. c -----------------------------------------------------------------7321504A
116. C 73215044
47. LA	 :	 IGH	 -	 1 73?15050
4A. KPi
	 = LOK	 +	 1 73215051
40, IF	 (LA	 .LT.	 KPi)	 Gn	 TV	 20a 73?15052
So. C 73215053
51. DO	 IRO M s	 KP1#	 LA 73?15054





"S3. x s 0.O 7321SOS6
54. I	 = 7321SOS7
55. t: 73215058
560 00 100 J • M ,	 IGH 73215059
57. IF	 (ARS(A(J,MM)))	 AF.	 ARS(x)) GO TO t00 MIS060
58, x • A(J,MM1) 73215061
54, 1	 •	 .1 7321SO62
60, 100 CONTINUE 7321S063
61. G 73215064
62. INT(M) s	 1 73215065
63. Ir	 (i	 .En.	 M)	 AO	 In	 t3u 73215066
64, G •^^rri^ • s• INTERCHANGE ROWS AND COLUMNS OF A *^^^•as^^• 73215067
65. pn	 110	 J	 it	 m k 1,	 Al 73215068
66. Y	 s	 A(I,J) 73215069
67, A(TrJ)	 s	 A ( M ,J) 7321SOTO
6H. A(M#J)	 s	 Y 73215071
69. 111) CON'TN11E 73215072
70 C 73215073
71, nn	 t?n	 J	 x	 1,	 Tm4 73215074
72. Y	 s	 A (J, 1) 73215075
73. A(J,I)
	
2	 A(Jr M ) 73215076
711. A(J,M)	 e	 Y 732151177
75. 12A GnNTI^i11F 73215074
76. C PIP	 I 1JTFRCHANGF 73215079
7z. 130 IF	 (X	 .FG.	 n,0)	 Gn	 in	 IAp 73215060
7A. NPI
	 =	 ,'	 1 73215061
7 0 . r 73215062
Nn. no	 Zhu	 1	 s " P l,	 IGH 73215083
A 1. Y =	 A(1,MM1) 73215064
A2. IF	 (Y	 .En.	 (► .n)	 GO	 Yn	 1An 73215065
Al. Y t	 y /	 x 73215066
A4. A(T,W I)




1lin	 .1	 a	 M,	 M 73?15084
A7. 140 A(I,•))	 2	 A(I,J)	 •	 Y	 •	 A(M,J1 73215090
An. C 73215091
AQ . 00	 1 50	 J	 2	 I t
	
IGH 73215092
Qn. 150 A(,1,M)	 :	 A(J,M)	 ♦ 	 Y	 +	 A(.t,f) 73215093
91. C 73215094
9?. 164 CONTINIIE 13215095
9 3. C 73215096
94. 140 CONTMIF 73RIS097
95. C 73215094
Qb, ?nn RFTIIPN 73215099
97, C LAST	 CARn	 OF	 1712-14FS 73?15100
9a. FNn 71215101
30
Is SUIROUTINE ELTRAN(N m#N•LOW#IGH,A,INT.I) 2021soo4
2• C 20215005
3, INTEGER IoJ 0 NvXLommeMP * NMrIGHvLOW * MP1 2021SO44
4, REAL A(NM#ICH)#Z(NM#N) 2021soo?
S. INTEGER TNT(IGH) 20RISOOO
60 C 2021SO09
7. C THIS $1 1BROUTINE TS A TRANSLATInN OF THE AL M PROCEDURE ELMTRANS# 20215010
A, C NUM, MATH, 16#
	 161-204(1470) BY PETERS AND WILKINSON # 2021sei1
0, C HANOROnK FAR AUTO. COMP,, VOL.II- LINEAR ALGEBRA, 372.3tS(i ,71). 20?150121o. c 2021s013I1. c THIS 311PRnUT1NF ACCUMULATES THE STAATLTTFD ELEMENTARY ?0215014
I2. C SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATIONS USED IN THE REDUCTION Of A ?.0215015
13 C REAL GF`NERAL MATRIX TO UPPE p
 ME33ENHERG FORM RY
	 ELMHFR, 20215016
14 0 C 2021s01?
I5. C ON INPUT- 20215010
16. C 20215419
17, C NM MUST BE SFT Tn THE r4nw nl %"FNSION OF Two-1)IMENS TONAL 20215020
tN. C ARRAY PARA PFTEkS AS nFCLARFn IN THE CALLING PROGRAM 20215021
19. C DIMENSION 3TATE MFNT. 202150??
20. C 20215023
21. C N IS THE ORnE p nF THE MATRIX, ?0215024
27. c 2021512523. c LOW AND TGH ARE	 1 0ITFGFRS nETF RMTNED AY THE AALANCJNG 20215026
24, C SUHROWITk)E	 RALAVC,
	
IF	 RALANC	 HAS NOT RFEN USER. 20215027
25, C SFT LnW=1P
	
JGH_Ns ?02150?0
26. C 2021502927. C A`CONTAINS THE
	 Mt)LTtPLTF 9 $ WHICH wFRE I)SFD
	 IFI THE 20215030
2h. c REDIICTinN RY	 EI MHFS
	
IN ITS LOWER TRIANGLE 20215031
29. r RELnw THE	 SIIODIAGQNAI, 20215432
30, C 20?15433
;10 C INT Cr K TAINS	 INFOR tI ATICN ON	 THE	 knw5 AND COLI1MmS 20215034
3a. C Ir rFPCNAf'c;k1)	 fk THE FF rl UCTION RY	 EL MHES, 20215035
33. c ONLY FLEPIENTS LOY: THROUGH IGH ARE USED, 20215036
34. C 20?15037
35. C nN	 O IJTPIiT- 20215039
36. C ?0215039
37. C Z CnNTAIMS THE	 TRANSFOPMATTON MATRIX PRnOUCEO IN THE 20?15040
34. r REOUCTTnNt BY	 ELMHFS. 20215041
39, c 20?1SO42
40. c al)E$TInN3 AMD Cn l+MFNTS SHOIILn AF DIPFCTED TO
 R.	 S.	 GARynW P 20215043






+15, C araaa ► .aaa	 INITIALIZE	 7	 T O	 IDENTITY MATRIX
	
arraaaAr, ► a 20215040
46. nU 80	 I	 =	 1 P	N 20215044
X17 • C 20215450
4$, Oo 6n J
	 I	 m W15051
4 Q . 60 ,	 Z(IPJ)	 =
	
0.0 20215052
5 0. C 2!215053 
Z(1.1 )	=	 1.n 202150S4 
52, 94	 CONTIN'lE ?0215055
31 a
$3• C 2021SOS654. XL a IGH • LOW • 1 2021SOS7$ 15, IF	 (KL .LT.	 1) 60 TO ?00 2021505•56. C •aaararraa FAR MPaIGH•1	 STE P •1 1MTIL LO %+l 00 •• ar+aarrarr 20215059$7. on 14n om a It KL 2021S060$A. MP s IGN	 MM 202IS06159 0 MP1	 s uP a	 I 2021506260. C 20215463
#11. nn ton	 I a MP1,	 IGN 2021SO64620 110 2 (I . M'P)	 s	 A (T # PP•1) 20215065
63• c 2021 506664. T	 s	 I tjT(MP) 2021S067t5. IF	 (I	 .En.	 MP)	 GO	 TQ	 14n MI SO6666, C 20215069
67. On 13n J a m p g	 IGH 20215070
b p . 2(MP.J)	 n 	 2(i.J) 20215071
b 4 . 7(I.J)
	 •	 0.0 20215072
70. tic CONTINIIF 20215073
71. C ?02150747 20 Z(i ► uP)	 :	 1.0 2021507573, 140 CONTIN1 1 F 20215076
711. G 20215077
75. ?On RETORN 20215078
76. C ..0.•a.4.•	 I AST	 CARn	 t1F
	 FLT P A r ' 20215079
77, END 202150(10
C	






7, C REAL SQRT,ABS,SIGN
A. C INTEGER MINA
r	 9. LOGICAL NOTIAS
In. COMPLEX Z3




15, C THIS 311HP0117 I NF	 IS A TRANSLATION OF	 THE ALGOL PROCEDIIRF HOR2,
t h e C NI)M.	 MATH.	 The	 181.-204(1970)	 BY PETERS AND WILKINSON,
j	 17. C WID RnOK FOR AUTO. COMP., VOL.11-LINEAR ALGEBRA, 372.395(1971).
to. C
t	 19. C THIS SI I PRnirTT NF 	FINDS THE EIGENVALUF. S 011) ETGFNVECTOR3
20. C nF A REAL IIPPEP HFSSENHERG MATRIX AY THE OP METH( ► 0.	 THE
?1. C FTGFNVFCTnRS nF A REAL CF^;FRAL MAT RIX CAN ALSO ME FOUND
2?. C IF	 EL F"HFR	 A^ , P	 ELTRAN	 nR	 OPTHES	 ANM	 ORTRAN	 HAVE
?3. C PEFN IJSFD TO Rf nUCE THIS GF"'ERAL MATRIX TO HFSSFNHFFG FnRM
?4. C AND Tn ACC11 MULATE	 THE SI MILARITY TRANSFnRMATIONS.
25. c
?6. C ON	 TNPIJT-
27. C
?A. C klm MUST OF	 SFT TO THE RO B' OTME SIG N OF TWn•OIMENSIONAL
29. C ARRAY PARAMETERS AS DFCI.ARFD	 IN THE CALLING PROGRAM
309 C OIMFNS101)	 STATEMENT,
31. C
32. C 'J 16 THE ORDER OF THE MATRIX,
33. C
34. c Loo AND Inn ARF
	 IN IFGF. R S f)FTER"" TNFD BY THE BALANCING
35. C SHOROUTINF	 14ALA P11:.	 IF	 RALANC	 HAS NOT	 OFF?) USED,
3h. C SET	 LnW=1,	 IGHaNt
17. C
SR, C N GnNTAINS THE UPPER HESSENAERG MATRIX,
3 0 . C
40, C Z CONTAINS THE TRA 11WR MATION VATPTX PRnoUCEn BY	 ELTRAN
r	 41. C AFTFP THE	 RFOUC T IO N RY	 EL M HF.S,	 OR BY	 IIRTRAN	 AFTER THE
42. C RFO I.ICTTO N 1fY	 nRT HES.	 IF PERFnR MFn.	 IF	 THE EIGFIVVECTnRS
41. C nF	 TI'F H ( SSFNHERG M ATRIX	 ARE nFSIREn,	 Z MUST CONTAIN THE
44. r InENTITY MATRTX.
4 5. C
.	 46, C 001	 0111PUT-
47. C
48. C H HAS RFEN I)ESTROYEr,,
119. C
50. C WR AND WI	 CON T AIN THE REAL	 ANn	 I MAGINAPY PARTS,
Si. C RFSPECTTVFLY,	 nF THE ETGENVALUFS, 	 THE FIGENVALUES











































































































C	 OF VAIUES APPEAR CONSECUTIVELY WITH THE EIGENVALUE 6721SOS6
C	 HAVING THE POSITIVE I MAGINARY PART FIRST.	 IF AN 0721SOST
C	 EUROR FXIT IS MADE P THE EIGENVALIIES SHDULD HE CORRECT 67215056
C	 FOR INDICES IERp+1,...PNP 6721SOS9
c 672!5060
C	 Z CONTAINS THE REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF THE EIGENVECTORS. 67215061
c	 IF THE I •TH EIGENVALUE 13 REAL# THE I •TH COLUMN OF Z 67215062
C	 CONTAINS ITS EIGENVEC TOR. 	 IF THE I wTH EIGENVALUE IS COMPLEX 67215063
C	 WITH POSITIVE IMAGINARY PART #
 TH! I•TH AND II911•TH 67215064
C	 COLUMNS DF Z Ct+NTAIN THE REAL AND I MAGINARY PARTS Of ITS 47215065
C	 EIGENVECTnP,	 THE FIGFkVECTnRS ARE IINNORMALIZED.
	
IF AM 6121SO66
C	 ERRnR FWIT IS MADE, NONE OF THE EIGENVECTOR3 HAS REEN FOUND, 67215067
C 07215066
C	 IERR 15 SET TO e72tS069
C	 IFRO	 FOR NORMAL RETURN# 07215070
C	 J	 IF THE J•TH EIGENVALUE HAS NOT BEEN 67215071
C	 DETERMINED AFTER 30 ITERATIONS, 67215072
C 67215073
C	 ARIIHMETIC 13 REAL EKCFPT FOR THE REPLACFMENT OF THE ALGOL MIS074
C	 PRMDURF CMIV BY CnOPIEX DIVISION, A7215075
C 61215076
C	 nUFSTInNS AND CO MMENTS SHOULD HE DIRECTED Tn H, S, GARAnW P 87215077
C	 APPLIEn MATHE M ATICS nIVIsIn t'#	 ARGnNhf NATIONAL LABORATORY 8721507!1
C 81215079
C	 ^•.•wwwwwww•rw.rw^+. w^wwrw.w..wwww. rir^rwwwwwwwrwwwwwwwwww.ww^^rww^w672151160
C 87215061
C	 N-ACWFP IS A MACHINE DEPENDENT PARA METER SPECIFYING 87215082
C	 THE RELATIVE PPFCIslnN nF FLOATING POINT ARITH MFTIC. 57215063
C 67215064
C 67215065
C	 SIGMA 5 SI G M A S SIGMA 5 SIG h AS SIGMA 5 SIGMA 5 SIGMA 5 SIC:MA S 0 r A A
MACHEP z 2.0•*(•52)
SIGMA 5 SIG MA 5 SIGMA 5 SIG MAS SIGMA 5 SIGMA 5 SIGMA 5 SIGMA 5
IERRa0
•^•AAt1 **^• STCtRE ROOTS IsnLATEO BY RALANC AA^A^iAAAA
no SQ I a to N









SEARCH FOR NEX7 FIGEMVALOES AArArA^^:•
60 IF (EN .LT. Lnw) GU In 34(1
ITS s 0
NA s EN - 1
ENM2 : NA . 1
C	 •^rrra*^r^• LOnK FOR 3ING1E SMALL SUH •nIAGONAL ELEMENT
G
	
FOP LsEN STEP •1 UNTIL LOW DO	 AAAAAAAAAt
70 RG PQ LL e LOW, EN





















tu5. L • EN + Low • LL 672tst0b
106. IF (L .EO, LOW) 60 Yn 140 47115107
1(7i IF (A83(H(LrL w 0)	 .LE. MACHFP $721St0S
X	 ♦ AAS(H(LrL M GO TO 10 0 61215109
60 CONTINUE 67215110
10 .0 C FORM SHIFT 07215111
M-- 100 X	 M(FNrEN) AM 5112
1126 IF (L ,FO, EN) GO TO 270 0721SI13
113, y	 HVIApt,A) 67215114
114, W	 H (EN#NA)	 s H(NA , FN) 8721slis
Ili, IF	 (L	 ,(ti, NA)	 00 Tn 280 AM5116
116. IF (111 J Q. 30) GO TO IOAO 87215117
III, If	 (ITS	 ,Nf.	 '10	 .ANO,	 ITS	 .FE.	 20)	 GO TO	 130 672t5118
1101. C FORA` EXCEPTIONAL SHIFT 672tS119
11 0 , T	 s	 T	 f	 X 87215120
120. C 87215121
1210 00	 1?0	 I x LOW * EN 6721512e




124, S s	 AAS(H(ENrNA))	 t A HS ( H ( NA rf14M2)) 87213125
125. x s 0,75 R S 91?ts12b
126, Y s X 6121S1,21
127, w x -0,4375	 R S R S 91215126
129, 130	 ITS	 x ITS	 t	 1 A7?tSi24
129. (' RRRRRRRRRR Lnnw FnR	 Two CONSECUTIVE iS wALL 87215130
130, C SIIP -n?AGO%AL FLE PF N1S, 87P15131
131, C FOR MsEN-2 
STEP 
-1	 UNTIL L 00 w- 1rRARrwRARA 67215132
132, On	 i40 Rim : L,	 ENM2 67215133
133• M s MAP t L w MM 47215t34
134 0 Z? s H ( M,P) 97214)X5
135. A s x * 77 Mt5136
r	 136. S 2	 Y	 ZZ 87215137
137. P s	 (R	 R	 S . W)	 /	 H ( Mt lr m )	 ♦ H(M,Mtl) A721513A
ISM, n x H ( r; t1r'"tj) - 7Z - (°	 8 872!5139
t; a ^ R	 =	 N t k't2r Mt 1! s7215t40
140. S : AHS ( P)	 t	 AMS ( Q)	 4	 IHS(R) A7?15141
141, P x P / S A7?15142
tQ21 n s 0 / s 87215143
1 1,13. R s N / 87215144
1 114, IP	 ('-'	 ,EQ,	 L)	 GO	 TO	 150 !+7215145
1450 IF	 ( ANS(H ( M , Pj-t))	 R	 (APS01	 +	 A43(P))	 .LE.	 v 4CHEP	 R	 AR3(P) A72151 46
t46. x	 R	 (A(+4(H(R'•1 r	 -1 !)	 t	 AP4(ZZ)
	
+	 ASS(H01 t1 r 4+t1 1)))	 GO	 TO	 150 A T 21s 147
147. Ian Cn m TTNUE 87215148
148 4 G 87215144
14 Q . 150 MV? = M	 +	 2 97215t50
t50. C A72t5151




153. IF	 (I	 ,F0.	 MP21	 GO	 ?n	 160 OT215t54
1941, H(1,1-3)	 x	 0.0 87?t5t55
155. )hn	 CONTIN11F 87215)56


























































rr^rr++ ► r• CnLUMt I MODIFIGATIAN r+r^rr+^+r
DO 23 6 1 = 1 , J
P s X + H(IPK) + Y r 14(T,K+1)
TF (,NnT, NnT1.AS) GC TO 220
P s P + ZZ r H(1,K+2)
►+ (IPK+ ) a H(T,K+2) - P A P
?20	 H((PK+1) n M (TP K +1) - P A 0
H(I,K) s H(JPK) - P
230	 C0111TIKUF
C	 ACCIMILATE TPAn, SFnRm AT1nM4 r+r*119161
Dn 25n I s LOo, IGH
P n X r Z(LrK) t Y r Z(I,K +1)
IF (,knT, NnTLAS) Gn TO 240
P : P + ZZ r Z(I,K+2)
Z(t,K+2) =7(1,K+2)	 P	 R
240	 Z(I.K + 1) = Z(I,K+i)	 P r 0
Z(T.K) = Z(IPK)	 P'
COLUMNS M TO EN +rA•^+^► ^P^1
00 260 K • Po NA
NOTLAS • K , NE, NA




IF (NOTLAS) R s H(K+2#kot)
X • ANS(P) + ARS(Q) + 406(R)
IF (X ,FQ, 0,11) GO TO ?60
P • P / X
=n/w
R s N / X
6 : 4IGN(St1RT(P^P+(iAft♦ R^R),P)
IF (K ,t Q, M) OO T1) 180
H (K ► K• 1) _ -S + X
Gn Tn 190
IF (L ,NE, M ) H(K,K-1) • •H(K,K-1)
P : P ♦ S
X s P / S
Y i 0 / S
Zt .P/S
n : I / P
R s R l P
6rsAt # rrA• PnW MODIFI C ATInN ♦+ r^rr^A^r
00 ?10 J n K,
P s N(KPJ) + n • H(K+1PJ)
I F
 (cNInT. NQTLASI Gn TO ?nQ






H(K^1 i .1) s H ( 0( +1 P J) • P + Y






























































209. 250 CON TIWE 67215210
214. G 07215211
211, 260 CONTINUE 67215212
2129 C 07215213
213, GO TO 70 57215214
2149 C ONE FOOT FOUND AAAAAAAAAA 0721.5215
215. 270 H(EN t [N)	 r Y	 0	 T 87215216
2160 WEN) s H(MEN) 8721S?tl
2170 w1(EN)	 n 010 87211210
2194 EN s NA SMS219
219. on Tn 60 A721SZ20
2700 C AAAAAAAAAr TMO Rom FnvNO AAiiAaArAr A721S221
221. ?40 P s	 (Y	 X) / ?.0 87215222
222, 0	 P	 P	 # 0+ 187215223
Z23: ZZ • SORT(kOS(n)) A721SZ24
224. W(FNPEN) x X + T 87215225
225, X A H(FN# EN) A7215226
226. H(NA#NA)	 n 	 Y +	 t A72152 ?7
227. IF	 (0	 1 LT,	 0,0)	 GO	 TO 320 872IS226
228. C RFAL PAIR 87215229
?a. ZZ s. P	 f 5101(7ZtP) 87215230
250 0 wR(NA)	 s	 x + 17 87215231
2310 OA(EN)	 s W R(NA) 81215232
?3?. IF	 (ZZ
	
. NF . n,A) WR MN) s X • w / ZZ 67215233
M. w1(VA) x 0,( 87215234
234. -41(('N)	 s	 018 A72IS235
235. X	 n 	 H(FN t t3A) 01215236
236. R s $ORT(xrx+7Zo77) A7215231
237. P s x / 9 87215?38
23A. : Z1 / u 8721523Q
2S9: C PntY	 14001FICATInri 	 +..	 irAiii Al215246
240 1 nn ?90	 J	 s Nr,	 rj 07215241
241. 77	 s	 H (NA t .i ) 87215242
242. HCNAtJ)	 s A	 A	 ZZ
	 + P	 A	 H(ENtJ) A7215243
243. M(EKpJ)
	
x 0 o H(Ey t J)	 P * ZZ A7?1SZ44
244, 244 CnNTTNUE 67215?45
2450 CnL11MN MnDIFICATInR1 	 iiAriAArAA 87215246
2461 nn 3An	 I	 s	 It	 FP 87215247
247, ZZ	 2	H(TtNA) 97215240
248. H(ItNA)	 s Q	 A	 77	 +	 P	 A	 H(I t FN) 97215249
249, H(TtEN)	 s n r H(I t FN)	 n i	 ZZ 87?IS250
250. 306 CON'IN I1 E A7215251
251. C AMIMULATE TNANSfOR4ATTmis AArAAraiAr 87115252
252. nq 11A	 I	 c LO S t	 IGH 67215253
2y 53. ZZ	 =	 Z(TtNA) 67215254
2941. Z(I,NA) x 0	 •	 77	 + P	 r	 7(IPEN) 67,215255
?55. Z(TPFN)	 s	 0	 i	 7(ItFN)	 P	 i	 ZZ 672152SO
256. 310 CnN T I Nt1E A7115?51
757. C 67215?5A
2SA. AO TO 330 872152s9
259, C iiiriAAAA.	 Cnk'PLFx	 PAIR 87215260




261. WREN) 8 X # P 0721S242
?621 wt(NA) • ZZ Al215163
263. WI (EN) n • ?I 07215264
264 $34 EN v ENO? 67215265
265. GO TO 60 872IS266
266, c RARhARR.f► . ALL ROnT3 FOUND,
	 0ACKSLINSTITUTE TO FIND 07215267
267, C VFCTOR:S OF ZIPPER TRTANGVLAA FORM RRlrr^RARR 0721S266
26A. 340 NORM s 0 9 0 8721S269
269, K s	 t 07215270
?70, C 67215271
771, no 360	 1	 a	 1#	 n 07215272
M. C 07215273
273, DO 350 J a K,	 N 87235276
274, 350 NORM a NOPN t ASA(N(IpJ)) 0721527%
275. C 67?15276
276. K =	 1 67215277
P77. 30 CONTINUE 07215270
??A, C 07215279
279, IF	 (NOR M 	.tn,	 e.0)	 GO	 If)	 10n1 072tS280
?110, C .iRRiirii} FOP EN01 STEP .1	 UNTIL
	 1	 nn 87215281
M. MO 000 NN	 N 87215262
? J12 1 FN	 s	 I. 	 •	 1	 NN 672152A3
?113 1 P	 s	 h R (F'j) 67215284
211 4. a a W I W I ) 8721 S2AS
?N5, VA s tN . 1 872152A6
206, IF	 (n)	 71n,	 hnnr	 qnn 67?15207
287, C REAL VFCTOR kiiRRiaiis 672IS200
2A8. 64 0 M : EN 0721S269
2+18. H(EN#EN)	 x	 1,n 67215290
?Qn, IF	 ( 1!4	 Jr..	 0) Gn TO ROn 07215291
? 0 1. G Fng I VFN& t	 STEP = 1	 UNTIL 1	 00 87235292
? q?. nn 100	 II	 t,	 NA /17215293
243. I	 S	 EN	 IT 67215294
284, w : H( I,I)	 - P 97215295
VS. R	 s	 H (I#EN) A7?152pb
?961 IF	 (M	 ,nT,	 NA)	 GO Tp 6211 67215297
2 97 . c 87215290
2QA, GC	 610	 J	 - NI ,	 NA 07215299
?QQ. bin R	 s	 p	 ♦ 	 H(T,J)	 i	 H(J, FN) 67215300
300. C 87215301
3 0 1. b?n IF	 ( wI(I)	 .(.E.	 u.0)	 rn	 TIC	 6.10 67215302
302. ZZ	 :	 V1 67215303
103 6 S	 P 87215104
3nu. GO TO 700 87215305




	 . NS F..	 O.n)	 Gn	 Tn h40 07215307
307. T = w 872153nA




31n. Gn TO 700 ^)'^'`l11
311, G .iii iii•..	 SnIVE	 REAL EGUATION5 ii+i*.ilii #,	 5312













































































































r s H( I.101)
q s (WR(I) - P) * (wR(I) • P) • WI M 	 WI(1)
T s (X + S - ZZ * R) / n
H(I F EW • T
IF (AAS(X) .LE, A9S(Z?)) GO TO 6SO




















AAAAAAA•RA LAST VECTOR f.nMP( ►NEWT CHOSEN IMAGINARY SO THAT
C
	
EiGENVFCTOR mATRIX 15 TRIANGULAR AAR*****^*
IF (AHS (H( FN,NA)) .LF. APS(H(NA,EN))) Gn TO 720
H(yA f NA) s 4 / H(EN,MA)




I3 r C k'PLX(0.0v-H(A F A,fN)) / CMPLX ( H(NA,0IA)-P ► O)





H(E N ,EN) s 1.0
ENM? s NA - 1
IF ,(EN' 4 2 .E(J, n) G(i TO Ann
C
no 790 It * t o
 
Pip?
1 = NA - IT




DO 76 0 J e µ, NA
RA a WA ♦ H(I,J) r H(J,NA)
SA s SA • H (I,.T) A H(J,EN)
780	 (ONTINIIE
C





770	 N s T
IF (wI(I) . hiE, n.0) ff TO 780






rr•AAAA rrr SOLVE CnMPLFX FOUATIONS A *srAAA*AA

















































VP s (WR(T) • P) ♦ ( WR(I) • P) + WI(I) p Wt(t) • 0 • 0
VI • (WR(I) - P) + 2,0 * 0
IF (VR AQ, 0.0 .AND. VI .EO. 0,0) VP • MACHEP + NORM
k	 A (A44(W) + ARM) + AHS(X) ♦ A43( y ) ♦ AMU))
Z! s CMPLX(X A R•ZZ*RA+G*SAAX+a•ZZASA•(i+RA) / CMPLN(VR#VI)
H(T V NA) s T3(1)
H(I E4) s T3(2)
IF (A53 ( X) ,LE. ARS (ZZ) + ARS ( 0)) GA TO 765
H(141,NA) s (•RA . W A H(I,NA) ♦ N A H(T#EN)) / X
H(IolpEN) s (-SA • h+ H(I # FN)	 0 A H(IfNA)) / X
GO To 790
785	 73 s C NPLX( •R•Y+b(IoNA)o•S-YAH(1 A EN)) / CM)PLX(ZZAO)




C	 AAaAA+aAaa Ffin CO MPLEX VECTOR AAAA AAAAra
AI):" CCINT1Nilf
C	 END BACK 3110STTTtITTON,
C	 VFCTnRS OF ISOLATED ROOTS AAA+Aa+AAr
no A40 T : I t N
IF (I .GF, LOW ,ANP^ s T .LE. 1GH) GO TO 440
C
DD P21) J s To N
620	 Z(I#J) a H(IrJ)
C
440 CONTINUE
C<	 AAAAAAAAAA ki t'LTIPLY HY TRANSFOR M ATION VATRIX TO GIVE
C	 VFCTOPS OF nRIC.INAL FULL MATRIX,
C	 FOR J•N STEP -1 UNTIL Low DO
	
AAAaAAAA AA
no A po JJ s Lnv4p N
J s N ♦ LOW a JJ
^+ s *+1Nn(J,IGH)
C
00 AAn 1 t LOW, IGH
ZZ a n,n
C
nn Hhn K z Lt1)i, 0.1






C	 AAAAAIAA+A SFt FN a n R -- NO CONVFRGFNff Tn 01
C
	
	 EIGFNVALUE AFTER 30 ITFRATIONS A.AAA.AAAA
1nn0 IFRR z FN
1001 RETURN





















































a	 1. SUBROUTINE 6AL9A9(NMoN LOw,IGHoSCALE,M,Z) 7021SO04
2, C 7021500S
3. INTEGER	 I,J,K ? MoN,I1vNM,IGH,LOW 70215006
4. REAL 3CALF(N) # Z(NM,M) 70215007
S. REAL S 70215001!
6 1 C 7021SO09
T. C THIS 3uHPnoTtHE IS A TRANSLATION OF THE ALGOL PROCEDURE BALPAK, 70215010
A, C NUM, MATH,	 13 ► 	 193.304(19119) BY PARLETT ANO REINSCH. 70115011
9, C HANQHOnK FOR AUTO. COMP. # VOL.11-LINEAP ALGEBRA,	 31S-321+(1971). 70215012
10. C 70215013
11. C THIS St ►HROUTINE FORMS THE EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL GENERAL 7021SO14
12. C MATRIX MY HACK TRANSFORMING THnSF OF THE CORRESPONDING 70215015
13. C HALANCFD MATRIX DETER M INED RY	 RALANC, 70215016
14, C 70215017
15. C ON	 INPUT- 70215018
' The C 70215019
17. C Nw MOST MF SET TO THE RD w nIMENSIm, OF TWn •DIMENSTnNAL 70215020
11k . C ARRAY PARAMFTE R S AS PFfLA QEn	 T Ap THE CALLING PROGRAM 7021!5021
19, C DIvFNSION STATFMFNY, 702150?2
20. C 70215023
?1, C N IS ThF ORDER OF THE MATRIX, 70215024
22. C 70215025
23, f LOW ANO	 IGH APE	 INTFGF.R3 DETFRMINEO BY	 HALANC, 70215026
? 4 , c 10215021
25. C SCALE rO ITAINS INFDRMATTf1H DETFR M TNTMG THE PERf'IITATTnNS 7021502!1
?6. C Alin	 RrALINR FACTDRS 115Fn RY	 RALANC, 70215029
27. C - 70215030
214. C M	 IS Tt+F "U N"RE R nF CVt j i ,48 nF Z	 TO RE RACK	 TRANSFnPMEn, 70215031
?Q. C 70215032
3n. C Z C n9TAIN5 TNF WEAL AND	 I MAGTNARY PARTS OF THE EIGEN- 70215033
31, C VEnTnRS In Sf	 fjACK TRA"1SFnRMED	 IN	 ITS FI R ST M CWI MNS. 70215014
W. c 7021Sn35
I	 33. C ON	 O 11 TF'(1T. 7021503634, C 70215037
IS, C Z C M N TA INS THE RFAL	 AND	 IMAGINARY PARTS 1)F THE TOZIS038
36. C TRANSFwArn EIGFNVECTORS IN ITS FI R ST M COLU MNS, 70215039
37. C 70215040
3A, C WJFSTTnNS AkO CnMMFNTS SHou n PE DIRECTED TO Be $. GARRnW, 70215041
39. C APPLIEI, M ATHF RI ATTCS DIVISIONP	 ARGONA+E	 NATIONAL LARnRATnRY 70215042
4 0. C 70215043
ul. C "-m ......................... ..w............... 	 .................. 70215044
42. C 70215n45
43. IF	 (TrH J 01,	 Lnw) GO TO 120 70215046
44. C 70215047
45, (fin	 tit)	 T	 s	 L(Iw,	 IGH 70215048
46, S	 2	 SCALE(i) 70215049
47. C IFFT HAND EIGENVECTORS ARF HACK TR A NSFORMED 70215050
lie. C IF THE FOREGOING $TATEMFNT IS REPLACED BY 70215051
4'4. C 5=1.0/SCALE (1 ). TOZ150SR
5n. 1	 00	 100	 J	 2	 it	 M 70?1S053




S4. c #+R+++++• FOR IMLOW • 1	 STEP -1	 UNTIL. it
55. C IGH+I	 STEP	 1 UNTIL N RO --	 +^+++*R+*
56. 120 OO	 140	 II	 +	 I f
	N
S 7. I	 a	 IT
511. IF	 (I	 .GE.	 LOW ,AND, I	 .LE.	 TGN) Gn TO 140
59, IF	 ( I	 .1T.	 LOW)	 I	 s LOW
	 It
60. K = SCALE M
61. IF	 (K .EQ.	 1)	 GO TO 140
62. C
63. DO	 13n J s	 to
	 M
h4. S =	 Z(ToJ)
6S. Z(TIJ) s V903)































20 01NEN;TON WR(U ,WT(t)rFR(1),TC(1)^2ETA(i?r'Ri5t1)rSI(SO)
3. C






100 no	 100	 1=1,N
11. TF(JIfMP)Pn00, 20
12. 14 JUMPsI
13. GO TO	 10n
14. 20 1F(!4I(T))h4,30,60
IS, 3M NRaNR ♦ I
160 SMSWR(T)
17. nO 50 1 z1.W1
19. 1F (L-I M00#110



















36. 14n pn	 15o
	
J=Tp2,lfPR,2











4A. WI (I M AX)=vtl (L)
44. Wl(IMAX+I)s-W1(T)









54. 210 DO 250 IsNwRoN
59, 3R(t)swR(T)
60. sIM801(1)
61. ZET^t t )s1.
bs. FR M sn.
60. ?SO CONTINIIE



































































FR Frequency of root
FV Working array
GG Gravity constant, 3SI 2




LINly" Number of iterations
MI Working storage
N11, M2, M3 Aero terms
OMG Orbital angular velocity
PAMA Partial of aerodynamic torque with respect to alpha
PAMP Partial of aerodynamic torque with respect to PHI
PAMS Partial of aerodynamic torque with respect to PSI
PAS Partial of alpha with respect to PSI
PASI Partial of aerodynamic torque with respect to PSI divided
by moment of inertia
PGGIS Partial of QX ISTI — gravity gradient torque, with respect to
PSI expressed in the principal axes reference frame
Pill Aerodynamic roll angle
P1	 7r




PN US Partial of NU with respect to PSI
PN USI Inverse of the partial of NU with respect to PSI
PPHI Initial rotation angles
PPS Partial of PHI with respect to PSI
PSI Rotation angles
PSIO Initial input of rotation angles
Qj Inverse of angular velocity transformation matrix
ANUS Dummy matrix for PNUS
RAD Conversion factor radians to degrees
RE Raditis of the Earth
RHO Atmospheric density (slugs per cubic foot)
RHOK Atmospheric density (kg per cubic meter)
RORB Orbital radius
TC Unstable time constant or logaritmic increment
TGP Trangformation matrix from principal to geometric system
TMM Characteristic polynomial matrix
TPG Transformation matrix from geometric to principal system
U Transformation  array for converting aerodynamic torques
from geometric system to principal system
V Velocity in geometric system
VMAG Magnitude of velocity vector
VO Velocity in principal system
WI Array containing imaginary parts of roots













Y coordinate of center of gravity
Z coordinate of center of gravity
Ratio of the real part to the root sum square of the real






xTABLE 1.	 INPUT REQUIREMENTS
PrUl;r11111
3,itlt'+ S;rn111{llr► varialrtt. m o rillmon (Illitti
1 ( }111a^ 11{'3i^1't "114!t' 	 I:t • il^Ill Itt.
Altl:l` Ittll1*rt '1ive 	 Arru
LIMIT N11mb(%14 tll' lttv'atiolls tG^1ltl^st ►:
TI'11lis1 ` 11 ,11111tloll	 Allitrix t'113t1c! st{
1	 1.;3 From I I r111 1ml t o
,l	 1.;1 Ovoil1'triv Coortlin lltes
t1 xi 3 Prinvillal 1ltmlt'llt of Slug Sol.	 Ft.
Ill m,till
%1:: l'	 I ►rillaiilal	 1lonll'1lt	 t l3 ' Slug $q. 14,
I llt`1't ill
x13 ''/.	 Princill.11	 AI ► >111v11(	 of Slug Sol.	 Vt,
Int, rt	 .l
? (^(, (3t'nlat'trit' Cool'tlillaWs I^t,
A CC Ill	 (>t'tltt'r	 1 ► I'	 (,cavity 1'l.
/C'.(1 Ilt.
8 111 Avrodyllaanic 'I'libl O [lllitless
132 hltlit'it''. tin itless
I t3ltltic^lis
11 A13OO ( ovilIvil' lits 	 t11' tlll itlt'sti
I	 l,t1l Dowhit'	 F111u'iar Strr3t^^;
I'm , 	 Av1'c ► t34' ► 1111111t'
;1111 Torques
10 21 A I,AO (I .,1) thiltless
A1,1100 .11)
1.1,133




A 1,13 (l .,1 .1^ )
13L,13(I,,I,K}
K - 1 .113
I	 1	 ,:113
166 ltIlOh Atilkli+.,1}11'rl{' 	 Dollsity Kg/cu.	 Ill,
A11 , 1' Altitwdv Natltleal Mile
1117 3'81(}(I) Anl;tl' tll ' Attawk. Degrees























3 r .9641b0067r. t► 1 Ohl? AA4113Ar•.I7#fS)7r15r1






A . h	 A
9 . 01)66 .r1n0 .nitn
i n 7,du? .npn •?.326
If •.t?S .unn •0171
1? - - . ?A7 .nnn .?07
1	 - .nS4 .00u .n?11
14 01)13 .nrn •.127
t5 •ay6'1 .n(II) •.1)14
16 .1?qq .nnn 1411?
17• -.ils? .nnn .01%411
1 rt	 • III;
t b tt . 4 110 .15'
?n .. 115h .nnn .(17p
2t , e51 . At. n 0(1211
?? ,1151, .7?7 ..r in
.^1 y i 01)(,11 .rt1 t
?5 0111V ,11nr
2h - ..AAA	 , •,53? 0+1?h
?7 •.101 .1 t5 • .1uyN
^k4
	
• )no% alno .onn
74 . 01)11+1 .ft)n .Anr
1'+ .7tfJn 01)(11) .110f.
31 t`^t1 .i10=1
^nr^,.
. n or: .CIr1A
31 01':10 . n n;, 01)11..
31) -.?h1) +01)14 -.Oh11
35 - -.,t3 . n ?1 •. n ?P
Ab - .nftn .nnn .11A 
17 (,n (I Soot .r,nv
Sx • ..Pon - .nnq -.1117
30 - 00;11 Sot i •.111b
111) .A00 .t ► na ,nn11
tlt	 - .rnn 01)1)0) .r1'u
4? ., n0 , n nn Son(
14i	 r t'on .nrl, 00"
=111 SJ,nn .nnn .no(
11g	 • .nnn flnil .1) n1
11h	 S, •,n7? -.17i a1n^
41 • 11 1 •. t1 ?? .411 h
11A 011' .111)11 .Ann
rin 01;'.11) .rlrlll .114111
5A 01,1111 . 1 Ph .nntz





PRINCIPAL INERTIAS IN SLUG•FT2










0 Ar1) .non .nnn
.ana .000 .non
. n o n .not! .1)r0
,nnn .nno .1100
-.076 .1114 .107
5 1: 3? 0.1)12 •nob





. O no ,ono 0000
S oon .noo .nnn
.() O p .nod .non
.nnn 0VIA .nnn
1 1 1)0 .n(1 .1 .000
S n DA 013 •.Otb






S 1111n .onn ,ono
.nnn .Anti .non
.nnn .Ono .nor.
.nnn .10n0 .n 0 0
S on() .nnn .nnn
- . •I ?3 -.007 01)31)
•.n1A .nnn; -.t11^!
S nnn .Ono .000
.rInn .Ono •Alin
0 031; .ntt ..n3y
52
OP-IGINAL PAGE Is
a )"" PC)O1 QUALPI'Y
1
ti	 1
51	 - -.01h 1036 -00?0 ,o2? -.00S .016
r.	 52	 - .+100 .non 000r, Sono 0000 .000
y 3 - .(100 .nnu .rf00 .non 0000 1no0
511
	 . ,ono 1 0 00 .ono 1000 0000 .nnn
55 - ,nnn loon .nno 0000 loop .000
Sh . 0000 .Ono .nor` 1000 .non .000
S7 . 000 .nnn .nnn 0 090 1000 .000
f3A	 . 7.796 .005 .679 •.016 -,1102 .005
h	 59 - -.Ih2 .027 +v.10? -.nn2 .640 -.007
6D - .nr1(J .nnn .non 1000 0100 loon
61	 - .'Jz111 .nnn .vop .An .0on .noo
h? - .1.(179 .nn1 -.15F -.00P .023 .000
63 . .)w .n13 .011 .001 -.0?2 0004
64 . .,)no .%)or) Snnp .000 .Ono .000
hS .
.qnn .non n. n .ono
Pon
.000
h6 . 6 16 .nnn 0nn4 .nnn 01)0p .onn
117 - .(:On .(ln0 .(1nn .OnO ,nno .000
'	 6A - alit)(, ,nn  .nnn .000 loon .nnn
6 9 . 000,0 0('011 .11011 .non .000 .000
In . ..11'J .nnK .nn7 -.ntz 1003 .004
71	 - , Ja q . 1 97 .011 ,n3a -.011 1017
7? . .1.1)O ,nnn .nnn .nno .nnn .non
71 - .nn0 ,('0u .nnn .nnn .Onn .non
7u	 • .111 -.'Jnh - .OtP 0Otg -.nq2 -.005
71 - 10((37 •,nap -.Ut J ..n5'S .008 -.0?5
7h .ro.) .non .nnn ,non Snoo .000
71 .111A 0001, .nn 11 .nnn .Onn Snap
78 - .11nn .rn0 0 (1 (1 ( 1 .00n .nn0 .non
V) 01100 .nor, .is0n .ono .nnn .nnn
(	 110 .(:110 .1Jnn .00P .loo 0009 04nn
H1	 . ..1110 .nnn .(inn .000 0000 .Ono
p ? - .144 0023 •02nm 0027 loss -.031
Al -
-5.74 -.011h ..921; .044 5196 ..nnu
M4 - .1100 .non .nnn .000 .nnn loon
K5 - ,11111 .nn0 .nnn Soon .ono .000
46 . .sn? 9 .nn7 .nsn Irmo -.019 not
N7	 . .71x1 -.018 1215 .On4 •.058 .400
A0;	 . .n0a .nnn 0nnn 1000 .o0n 0noo
Na . 0r 0tJ .rrnn .0n(I .nnn .Ono 1000
tan .1++,J .u00 .nnn .nnn 00010 .nnn
r	 91 0	 J	 111 .G00 .1,nn 1000 .nn1! 1001)
9? 0 Dann .nnn .Ono
9	 . .;1.9L 04f1,: .1^nn .nnn .Ono .non
q4 - .iSS -.iqt, .0nnn .o8n .007 ..n37
05 - .0110 ,1 0 1n 1) -.1111 .0?2 -.005 It
1Ih OnnU .rnn .1)nu 0000 .nno .00n
^	 91 A(10 .nnn .000 0000 .non
9A -.+173 .na11 .nnn -,076 -.011 .033
qq 01n9 •,071 .i115 -.06 .007 -.02n
100
	
- .nnn 1011 .1Jnu .njo .noo loon
tn1	 - .(Inn .000 0an1, .(Inn loon .nn0
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204 . 13f1.601110 ,A.4








^f o 	133.7An?U,vA.^ ►tg5,q.754rr
220	 .5«ISF-111,11A,
?T1 • 131.618, 1 AA . 147, I t.^+1n;
2?2
223 - i 33.51, t n 1 .'+7!+, 1 1.t+Sa
?214 - . t 0n11SF - 4 On












PROGRAM OUTPUT AND PLOTS
57
ALTITUD E	 235,0
	 DF f '31TY
	 .224SnE-I1
PHI
	 159 . 2200nS 4LPHA	 0 1 . 2656 9A PHIA	 40686SA9
.121 4 3064E-16
-.57766?92F-1S -.52 011 1704E-1t .S?74139?F -IS
NEAR IMAG FRFn ZETA TC








-.17 11 15523F-02 t.55135 -.0002
-.38E 06
.hn713570E-06 .41146,57E-03 „3144311 1 0014 .26E 06







	 A1.501266 P H IR	 5.045400
.12143064E-1h .9341'1AS9f-1c
	 -.2?11tn377F -14 .23993849E-14
R E A L TNAR FRFt, ZETA TC



















	 15 1 1 . 61751 11 AL P HA	 91.754979 PHTR
	 5.394232
-.2341,8767E-th . gQ lS271nr-15 -.3400 n SMnE-15
.I047519th-14
REAL T'^AG FREA ZETA TC
-.5AS170A3Ei 11 6 .?nA73A45E-n2 1.A51144 %%003
-07F (16
-.5PSJ70A3E-,^h
-.21#P 7 3P55F -n? 1.R51144 - 1 1003
-. ?7E 06
-.hSnh g 11h2E . nh
.1753g3h+,E-02 1155hn? -.000 11 -.24E 46









	 DF ► ISITY
	 .36100E-11
PHI
	 152.J n ?695 Ai PHA R?.n707h4 P 1 i TH	 S.723057
-.1ga4g3?nF




























{ALTITUDE	 21S,0	 DENSITY	 .421SOE-11PHI
	 150.318698 ALPHA	 62,292069 PHIN	 6427097 °r"'
.52041704E-17 . 97144SiSF • 16	 .1219S106E-14 ,12233645E-111
REAL IMAG FRED ZETA TC
• 970502S1E-06 . 209SIORIE -02 1 AST1' -40005 a01bv"n"0
.97080251E-06 • .20951861E-02 1,85117 -.000S -.16E 060,95960476E-06 .17669946E-02 1.56120 - OOOS °*.;. Mr 06
-.95960476E-n6 0 .17669946E-0? 1.56120 -.0005 00.17E 06
.19304073E-4s ,50179953E-03 .44336 .0036 " '182F as-
.19304073E-115
-.50179953E-03 .44336 .0038 .82E OS
ALTITUDE	 210.0	 DENSITY	 .49300E
-11
PHI	 148.378479 ALPHA	 829566771 PHIP	 643OR66A
-.95404791E-17 -. 98532293FO 5 0 ,66439909E-15 .11884353E-14
REAL IMAG FRED ZETA "' ' TC"`^"
-.11245645E-05 .2n99?759E-02 1185098 - l oons 00 .14E 06
-.11?45645F-05 -. p na92759E-n2 i.0509A 0 ,0005
-01 0 E 06
-,11512996E-n5 .17737296F-02 1.56394 -.0006 -114E 06
-.11512996E-n5
-.17737296F-02 1.56394 -.0006 -.14E 06
.22758641E-05 .5772b675E-n3 .46490 .0043 ,70E 05
.227596411•-(Is
-.52726675E-03 .46090 .0043 '.70E 05'
ALTITOF 205.0	 DE NSITY .57950E-11
PHI 146.581409 ALPHA 8?.844995 PHIR
	 6.552577
.00000000E 00 ,11796120E





































	 nfN SITY .6805OF-11
PHI 144,947184 ALPHA 83 0 1 ?4143 PHIR
	 61774560
0 ,164791173E - 16 -.11518564E










































PHI	 143,472936 ALPHA	 A3,4OSS99 PHTA	 6,970610
0
,32959746E-16 - .62450 0 45E-1S
	
,13322676E-1n ,14717419E-14
REAL IMAG FRFQ ZETA TC





-,19631 492E-tS .17952558E-02 1.57316 •.0011 -,Air OS
-.19631492E-0S 0 ,17 05255PE-O2 1057318 -.00t1
-,01E OS
.33101275E-05 .62903090E-03 .55123 .0053 .48F 019
933101275F-O r' ,55123 .0053 ,46E 05
ALTITIME 1900
	 DENSITY .9475OF-It
PHI 142,179kk 16 ALPHA 83,605547 PHIN
	 7,139171
















1.64177 • .0006 0 .12E 06
t.A5177 -.0006 -.12E 06
1.5767? -.0013 •,68E 05
1.57672 -.0013
-.68E 05
.58760 .0055 ,43E 05
,5R76 n .0055 03E 05
ALTITOE 1A5.0	 DF.NSITY ,11?NSF-10
PHI 140 . 09N 149 ALPHA #11.9A3350 PHT9
	 71241770
-.50306981E-IA . 9 71 11 4 r,15F-15 -.?30371?PE-1n	 .25006657F-14
REAL






I W A r
.P.12?797OF-h?
? 1 ?(79700-02
.I I  1/1317F-o7
-.1 $1 1'1317F-n?
. 7???24408-n3
-, 72??2 Ql10F-(, 3
FRED ZETA TC
t . A5?S/1 -.0006 - .13F 06
1185254 -.nnn6 -.13F A6
1. 5808? - 1 0015 -.57E 05
1.S A n82 -.0015 -.STE 05
,h3n2A .0056 ,39E 05
.630?A .nosh .39E 05
ALTI TUFF	 1A0.0	 nF^'SITY .13384E-10
PHI	 13 'I.Q c)23h1 AL PHA 84,280011
	
P014	 7.4t7452
.3-104470E-17 -. 1 h653345F - 1 S -. 12'151 ?31 E -14	 .12463044E-14
PEAL	 '
















1. A539 8 • 1 0006 -,14E 06
1.585?6 - ,n0ta -.48E 05
1158526 -.0010 0,48E n5
.67615 1 0050 .35E n5




PHI 139,094055 ALPHA A4.602675 PHIR
	 7.529699
•

















1.85505 • .0005 - .15E. 06
1.85505 • 60005 -,1SE 06
1.59049
-.0112? 0.40F 05
1.59449 -,0022 -140E OS
1 7?95? 10060 .32E 05
,72952 ,0060 ,32E 05
ALT ITIME 1700	 nFNSITY ,IQPSOF-In
PHI 138.30010 ALPHA P49957t36 PHIR	 7,6 28477




-. L4 41 26h 13F -i)h








. 1 A111 U101,F
-n?




1.957n6 •.0000 -,19F 06
1,65706 -.0 1 04 -.19F 06
1.59669











	 137.620170 ALPHA 85.33AH33 P1fI g
	7.71 ?72'4
-.11275703E-16
	 ?11?h1 r,70E-f4 • . p ngMolOj8E-1 1 1	 ,32164347E-1r1
REAL
























185717 . n 065 .?SE 05
.85717 ,00/,5 .25E n5
AL T TTI+i)E	 Iiq),0	 nFMS1TY
	 .?7WIF-10
PHI
	 117.n 4 7/1d8 PLPHA 85.76h1119 PHIB
	 7.787501



























193?19 00068 .??,E 05





PHI	 136,531646 ALPHA	 Ah,2653A? PHIH
	 7.PS7t94
• .49572?57F-16 • .H1Q7A g4 HF • 15 -. 929 R 1178E • IS .IR39AR93E•14
REAL IMAG FREn ZETA TC
-.230406S8E •06 .2t875716E- 0? 1,A6l121 -.0001 -,69E 06
.230906A RF-06 •,?1h7571hE • n2 1.96A21 -.0031 0.69E 06
• .93402117F- n5 .18A ?56?RE'-02 1.62256 -.0044 0.19E OS
-.83402117E - 6S
-.109256R AE-0? 1.62?.S6 -.0044 0 .19E 05
.857111@5 F
-45 .11 R 11430SF- 112 1.01861 .0073 .19E 05
O571119SE-05
-.lt8183PS F • n2 1101861 .0073 ,19E p5
ALMUDE 15t1,u OFNSITY .4WOF•lo
PHI 136,OPQSSA ALPHA Ah,F35240 PHIA
	 7.9?2544
-.17347235E-17 .bP45004SF-t q -.1040834)F-14
	 .12138119F•14
REAL
-02nnZbt ^ Q E- !b
-.?00361 ?.9F-t,6






- . i?1 AOnv72E-02
,1gn n Al 74E- n?
•, 1 onti61 70F-02












1.11/ 1 81 ,0079 .16E 05





PHI 135.701365 ALPHA 017,Sn5004 PNIH	 7.988Alb





•. t l 73HU2RF.r^u
-.1173RD?9F-nu


















10??40? 00086 .13E 05
1.??402 .0086 .13E QS
ALTT TIME	 114P,0	 nFNSITY .63nnnE
-tO
PHI	 135.3hlh ll? ALPi,A A6.?8RP07 POTH	 81060363






-. 1 9040 ?64E - ^;5












1,9(1016 -.0009 •. 84E 05
1.90016
-.0009 0 .84E 05
1.6665P - 1 006A -.12E 05
t.6669 A -.0068 • .1?F 05
1.346? p .0097 .IOC PS
1 . 46p p . nA97 . 1 0F 15
62





,21684043E- 16 - .15681900E - 14	 ,A001784?F- 15 .10023737E -14
REAL I RAG FRF R ZETA TC
10
.5464t6asE +n5 .225t3289F-02 1.424 ? 4 -,0074 . 1 29E 0S
0
.5464168AE-05 • ,?25tIPM -02 109?424 + I Ol1?4 . 1 79E OS
•.13092114F-04 .19741637F-02 1.68735 -.0066 • .1?,E 05
• .130921t4E-04 0 ,19741637E-0? t.64735 • .0066
- .12E 05
.16SS6263E-04 .17340649E•02 1008213 Into? .116E 04
04556ME-04 ..17340669E-02 1140213 10107 ,86E 04
ALTITUDE	 130.0 OF NI3ITY	 . 994SPEwtO
PHI
	
134 . 79273 1 ALPHA	 90.186037 PHIP	 A.?4A909
,45S36441E -15 .?1649349F-14 -,38057806F
-15 .22a61730E-t4
REAL TMAG FRF.n ZETA TC
-.1345890ZE- n o .?3Q4"r,9pe -n2 1196553 -.0056 -.1?.E OS
-. i s45A9u2E • rt1 -.23n4 lt49NE -a? 1.96553 -. 0051+ -,1?E 0S
-.AOA 9459F,-A6 00106?77F-02 1.71491 -.0004 -020E 06
-.HnAP9459F-06
-.?OlPh?77F-0 1.71491 -.0004 -.POE 06
.14267237E-04 .1903tthn4E -n? 1.6?317 .0075 .11E 05
.14767POF- 0 4 • .1903Ohn5E -0? t,!+?317 .0075 .1!E nS
ALTITIME	 125.0 nEHST Y	 .17f OOE-n9
PHI	 134 . 55 1868 ALPHA	 91.5?6200 PH TR	 A.384678
.3712304 ? E-1'+	 - ,5 p 715594E
- 15 - ,4 4 40SgpIE - 15 .78302735E+f5
RFAL IMAr. F RE'0 ZETA TC
• .ZS6909?4E-04 .?4nt72AjC-n2 ?004419 -10107 0,6?E 04
• .256On92 4 E-cn -.74017781E-na ?.04419 • .Otn7 . .62E 04
, 4471111 4E- 0 4 .21?370r4E-n2 1.90756 00210 .36E 04
.4rJ7t 11 fAF'- tt4 -.?tP37OnQF -n? I.Rn7s6 10210 136E n4
40
.19110194F.-04 .1QQsAA43E-O? 1.69809 -.11096 -.83E 04
-.191 WO F-n4 -.1995O893F
-07 1.69RO9 -.0096 0163F 04
ALTITUDE 1200	 t1F IISITY .16200E-09
PHI 13 4 .328505 ALPHA 92.977078 PHTR	 81579343




?.91937n -10110 -.56E n4
2.19374
-.56f 04
1093100 00222 .32E 04
1.93100 .0222 .32E 104
1.72270 -.010 0 -.72E 04















ALTITUDE 115.0	 DENSITY .21000E-09





















. 2 f 495n99E•02
FREQ ZETA TC
?14172 11 - 1 0070 - 1 79l 04
2.41720 -.0070 0,79E 04
200043; 10160 .39E 04
2004433 1 0168 .39E 04
1.7370A -.0100 0.701E 04
1.73708 -.0100 • .70E 011
Al. TITUDE 110. 11	 OFD+ STTY . 27600E-1)4
PHI 1330411113 ALPHA 96.1?7724 PHI"	 912??803
-.101 4 9132E-15 .1?628787E-14 .A A AOOO A0E





















2.17173 .OtA .52E 04
?.17173 0 0 111 .52E 04
1.7457 p -.0097
-.AQE 04
1.7457A -.0097 -.P9E 04
ALT ITUnt 105.6
	 O g NS ITY .36FSj1F-n9
P H I 13 5,790241 AL 0146 QA ,1 A454h PHIA	 41759409



















2.13317 .0061 .71E 04
?13;4337 1 0081 71F 04




	 1nO . ,)	 r v11STTY
	 . 5015nF -n4
PHT 133.6377;12 ALPHA 100.096579 PHIS lo.53n3n7















FRF D ZETA TC
3. 1QA 37 -.0007 -.56F 05
3 i 44P37
-.nOn7 -.56F n5
2.54664 .01154 .97F 04
2.51166!1 . nnSn 997E 04
1.75077 -.0065 -.12E 05






PHI 133,510696 ALPHA 101,974562 PHIR 11.659259
















14,04654 .4801 .43E 06
4 1 04654 10001 .43E 06
?.63334 .0034 .14E 05






	 9o,o	 nENS1TY . 10045F -00




.321 11451 AF - try,















91.75598 ,0006 .50E AS
39?2643 .00?0 .?1F 05
3.22643 .0020 .21F OS
1.731161 -. 8 05? -.1SE n5
1.73861 -.0052 -.ISF 45
ALT1TIME	 AS.n	 OFNS1TY .t5050F -08



















5.71507 .non q .26E 05
5.71507 10004
.?6E or,
3.7A17Q 40010 .36E 05
3.7R17 p s0810 .36E 05
1.71758 -.0051
-01SE 05
1.7175 n -,nn5) -ASE 05
AL t I TIME
	 8n.1	 7f t^sJ TY	 24000 E -08
PHI	 133,100 11,",	 ALPHA t 0 6.76 11en1	 PHI 	 21.176511,




. 10P5422 A F -'a4
.1,3877365E-u5
.1'iK773hSE-nS
-. i 1 1a419h'^E -a^ ►
•, 1 144 1 0 65E  -1,11
IMAr.
.8LIQf l fi r. 13F -n?






7,n47nu .0n12 .16E 05
7109704 10012 .16E 05
4,6OA6 q , 00n3 .13E 06
4,61860 ,nnn3 stir 06
1.65906
-.On58 *.14E 05






























m	 LnfU	 ru	 «	 , %



























qr iD `Q' Cu































W4	 m	 m	 m
m	 ^	 m	 m	 m	 m
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